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Weight

Weight

Product Number of contactPrice

Price

Price

Selection

Additions

0–10g

0–10g

eGP

21–30g

21–30g

41–50g

41–50g

61–70g

61–70g

81–90g

81–90g

101–110g

101–110g

11–20g

11–20g

31–40g

31–40g

51–60g

51–60g

71–80g

71–80g

91–100g

91–100g

111g–

111g–

All prices are in SEK, excluding VAT and based on 
GP’s total edition

Monday-Thursday: 135 000 copies

Friday-Sunday: 165 000 copies

3% in overproduction

Weight greater than 111 gram according to offer.

Distribution of inserting supplement up to 30 000 
copies according to offer. If you wish to be the sole in-
serting supplement advertiser in the newspaper, you 
will be charged an additonal 40% of the total offer. 
This request can only be made on the total edition. 

1,15 sek/ex

1,23 sek/ex

10 000 sek/day50 000

1,36 sek/ex

1,46 sek/ex

1,63 sek/ex

1,74 sek/ex

1,80 sek/ex

1,93 sek/ex

1,90 sek/ex

2,03 sek/ex

2,00 sek/ex

2,14 sek/ex

1,26 sek/ex

1,35 sek/ex

1,48 sek/ex

1,58 sek/ex

1,74 sek/ex

1,86 sek/ex

1,85 sek/ex

1,98 sek/ex

1,95 sek/ex

2,09 sek/ex

2,05 sek/ex

2,19 sek/ex
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Inserting Supplement
Delivery
Deliver the inserts on pallets in the standard format 
80×120 cm. Place each layer so that the piles are about 
10 cm high, with at least 50 units facing the same way. 
If your insert weighs more than 80 grams, contact us 
on +46(0)3180 94 90. Use a pallet lid when strapping. If 
possible, avoid bundling your inserts or wrapping them 
in plastic. More detailed packaging and delivery in-
structions are available in a separate information sheet, 
which we would be happy to send to you on request.

Delivery address
VTAB Landvetter
Mediavägen 1
438 91 Landvetter
Telephone: +46 (0) 10-480 60 00

Opening hours, Goods Inwards
Monday-Friday: 07.00–17.00
Saturday-Sunday, as well as day before holiday: 
According to agreement.

Delivery date
Printed matter must be delivered 3 days before the 
distribution date. If delivery is to take place later, get in 
touch with our manager on +46(0) 10-4806234. If your 
inserts are delivered to us more than a week before the 
distribution date, a charge will be made to cover the cost 
of storage.

Sample copies
Sample copies must be sent to the inserts manager 10 
days before the insertion date at the latest.

Incorrect insertion
Insertion is a technically delicate procedure. If any errors 
should occur – if, for example, your insert is not included 
in the entire print run agreed on the day agreed - GP’s 
liability will be limited to the maximum agreed price for 
the insertion. Thus GP accepts no other responsibility of 
any kind for the consequences of incorrect, incomplete 
or delayed insertion.

Booking and information
Telephone: +46 (0) 10-471 54 00

Distribution areas
Region A33–Gothenburg Metropolitan Area
Region A33 – includes the following municipalities: 
Göteborg, Öckerö, Ale, Partille, Mölndal, Härryda, Alingsås, 
Lerum, Kungälv, Tjörn, Stenungsund and Kungsbacka.

An increase in the print run on Sundays takes place 
almost exclusively outside region A33, where GP has a 
lot of weekend and Sunday subscriptions.

Within region A33, the print run is more or less the 
same on weekdays and Sundays.

Any remaining inserts will be distributed in local areas 
or in accordance with the wishes of our client.

We would be happy to send you detailed print run 
figures for selected insertions in region A33.

In region A33, our team of couriers can also distribute 
inserts to households that do not subscribe to 
Göteborgs-Posten. Ask us for pricing details.

Göteborgs-Posten
Visiting address: Polhemsplatsen 5
Postal address: 405 02 Göteborg
Telephone: +46 (0) 10-471 54 00
Telephone, switchboard: +46 (0) 31 62 40 00


